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Hexo Corp. 
HYYDF 

Investment Notes 
 

Please read Disclaimer at bottom of these notes! 
 

 
 

HEXO is an adult-use cannabis brand based in Gatineau, Quebec. They claim to focus on innovative, 
smoke-free and traditional cannabis products. 
 
HEXO claims their products are grown and processed in state-of-the-art facilities at their campus in 
Masson-Angers, Quebec, about 30 minutes from Ottawa. 
 

Fiscal year end is July. 
 

All dollar values are in Canadian currency, unless otherwise stated! 
 
 
July 29, 2019 ($4.06) We increased our position on July 26, 2019 by slightly over 100% 
at $4.06 per share, to bring it to a ~1% holding for most accounts.  Our average cost is 
now $4.51 per share. 
 

2-Minute Drill and Thesis: 
 
308M fully diluted shares, leads to a market capitalization of $1.25B.  Using a somewhat arbitrary 
estimate of $450M CAD for F2021 projected revenues, and the current conversion rate of .76, the 
projected revenues in USD would be $342M USD.  Hence the valuation is 3.65X these F2021 
projected revenues.   The mean estimate as of this writing for F2021 is $504.58M CAD.  The median is 
$523.61M CAD.  The lowest F2021 revenue estimate is $305.50M CAD, and the highest is $632.68M 
CAD. 
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We are not overly concerned with revenue estimates, and potential “misses,” as we are looking to 
invest in a company that can generate revenues in the area of $1B CAD with regularity sometime this 
decade, and we would expect that prior to F2026. 
 
Very risky cannabis company, which as with all the Canadian licensed producers carries great risk of 
both valuation and execution.  They have a JV with Molson Coors Canada which is interesting.  
Potential F2021 revenues (7/31/21) of $450M CAD.  Management seems capable and honest.  Hexo is 
known as a top-tier vertically integrated Canadian cannabis company, and based on the recent price 
drop, especially from our trimming of our investment during September 2018 at $6.72, we decided to 
increase our ownership to be a more meaningful portfolio position.   Management seems capable and 
honest.  Our thesis is basically a pure play cannabis investment, with a company that will potentially 
grow their revenues to commensurate their current market capitalization of $1.25B USD.  At this 
point financial statement analysis and projections are rather meaningless.  We must wait and see if 
they can increase revenues in a meaningful fashion, of their vertically integrated operation. 
 
Some other concerns, which if happens would possibly hurt the stock price short-term but shouldn’t 
have any permanent effect on this company or any Canadian cannabis company would be, the 
potential of revenue misses because of new Canadian excise tax laws, as well as the potential for 
inventory and biological asset impairments.  There is also some recent discussion of Quebec being 
concerned of edibles becoming legal, as they could be enticements for usage by minors. 
 
Officers and directors own ~8.78% of fully diluted shares outstanding.  I like seeing management have 
skin in the game, as often their interests are aligned with shareholders’.  I haven’t seen any insider 
sales, other than what appeared to be option sales by Director, Nathalie Bourque of 41,668 shares 
which she received and sold on May 13, 2019 at ~$6.75 USD. 
 
On the negative side, I find the officer’s compensation to be rather excessive. 
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They do not have a big 4 auditor.  I like to see a company commitment to quality with a Big 4 auditor.  
The auditors are a large recognized firm, of MNP LLP.  From what I have seen, MNP LLP appears to 
be the common auditor of many of the Canadian cannabis companies. 
 
As in all our cannabis research, we expect eventual world-wide legalization of cannabis, like the 
alcohol industry today.  Canada is the first G-7 nation to legalize cannabis, and we expect other G-7’s 
to follow suit, including the USA. 
 
Again, this is a speculative investment, in a speculative industry, and cannabis is Federally illegal in 
the USA.  The company could have execution risks, which are also inherent in the industry.  The 
industry is in its infant stages, and there could be several catalysts to increase the share price over 
time.  These catalysts could include legalization in the USA, changes in laws of a Canadian company 
selling to States in the USA, greater acceptance of cannabis as a long-term future industry in the USA 
and the world. 
 

Other Notes: 
 
308M fully diluted shares, leads to a market capitalization of $1.25B.  Using Merrill’s estimate of 
$489M CAD for F2021 projected revenues, and the current conversion rate of .76, the projected 
revenues in USD would be $371.6M USD.  Hence the valuation is 3.36X these F2021 projected 
revenues.   This revenue projection was updated on July 29, 2019, the previous estimate was $545M 
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CAD, in a report issued on June 13, 2019.  We are not concerned, as we are looking to invest in a 
company that can generate in the area of $1B CAD with regularity sometime this decade, and we 
would expect that prior to F2026. 
 
Seaport Global in a report dated June 14, 2019, projects F2021 revenues of $613M CAD. 
 
CIBC in a report dated June 14, 2019, projects F2021 revenues of $450.5M CAD. 
 
 
A healthy balance sheet as of 9 months ended April 30, 2019.  Cash of $173M.  Inventory of $37M.  
Biological assets of $12M.  Current assets $266.5M, and Current liabilities of $47.4M.  Shareholders’ 
equity of $433M. 
 
Gross revenues for 3Q19 were $15.9M, net revenues of $12.96M. 
 
“HEXO most recently announced the closing of the agreement to acquire Newstrike. The acquisition 
will provide HEXO Corp capacity to produce approximately 150,000 kg of high-quality cannabis 
annually with access to four additional production campuses. It also provides the Company 
diversified domestic market penetration with combined distribution agreements in eight provinces. 
The combined entity is estimated to realize millions in annual synergies, allowing HEXO to operate 
more efficiently with a continued commitment to excellence.” 
 
April 17, 2019 ($6.43) Merrill initiates a buy and a $10 USD target, stock up ~8% 
 
“HEXO is our top pick in cannabis, as it is compelling on valuation vs peers (as we discuss), and 
with fundamentals grounded by the most de-risked cannabis supply in Canada (off-take with 
Quebec), an innovation-forward organization and potential for additional value-add partnerships 
(beyond that already developed with Molson Canada).” 
 
They project revenues of $64M CAD for 2019, $318M CAD for 2020, $565M for 2021, and $751M 
CAD for 2022.  They project eps of ($0.17) CAD for 2019, $(0.20) CAD for 2020, $0.11 CAD for 2021, 
and $0.44 for F2022. 
 
March 14, 2019 ($6.13) 2- Minute Drill 
 
Very risky cannabis company, which as with all the Canadian licensed producers carries great risk of 
both valuation and execution.  They have a JV with Molson Coors Canada which is interesting.  
Potential F2021 revenues (7/31/21) of $653M CAD.  Management seems capable and honest.  Yet, 
this is high risk, and this is in line with our small position of ~0.32% of a portfolio.  The position was 
larger, yet we trimmed at $6.72 on September 18, 2018. 
 
March 14, 2019 ($6.08) 2Q19 Results released 6-Months ended January 31, 2019 
 
Valuation based on 261M fully diluted shares outstanding is ~$1.6B USD.  F2021 projected 
revenues by one analyst are $653M CAD, using the current conversion rate of .7505, the projected 
revenues in USD would be $490M USD.  Hence the valuation is 3.27X these F2021 projected 
revenues. 
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Oils sales represented 23% of the adult-use revenues. 
 
In December 2018, they “reached a construction and licensing milestone with the first zone of the 
1,000,000 sq. ft. greenhouse expansion. This goal was met within the first year of its announcement, 
on time and on budget. This milestone is an important first step as the Company continues ramping 
up to an annual production capacity of 108,000 kg of dried cannabis.” 
 
$165M in cash and equivalents. 
 
Inventory of $21M, Biological assets of $4.2M. 
 
Investment in JV’s of $49M. This is primarily the formation of the joint venture Truss between the 
Company and Molson Coors Canada. 
 
Current assets of $247.7M, Current liabilities 0f $23.4M. 
 
Shareholder equity of $423,195M, and Tangible equity of $418,337M. 
 
Weighted average shares outstanding of 198.3M. 
 
Total shares of common, warrants and options were 261,001,999 on March 13, 2019. 
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On March 12, 2019 HEXO agreed to acquire Newstrike Brands Ltd.  “The Transaction gives HEXO 
the capacity to produce approximately 150,000 kg of high-quality cannabis annually. The 
Transaction also provides HEXO access to four cutting-edge production campuses totaling close to 
1.8 million sq. ft. of near-term cultivation space and diversified growing and production techniques. 
This is in addition to HEXO’s 579,000 sq. ft. facility for a manufacturing and product development 
centre of excellence in Belleville, Ontario.” 
 
In a report dated March 14, 2019, PI Financial projects FY19, FY20, and FY21 sales forecasts of 
$59.4M, $400M, and $665M respectively (previously $90.1M, $401M, and $653M).  They project 
FY19, FY20, and FY21 eps forecasts of ($0.07), $0.31, and $0.45 respectively. 
 
 
February 20, 2019 ($5.91) CIBC issues Outperform rating (Target of $8.50 CDN, which 
converts to $6.46 USD using current currency conversion of 76%.) 
 
“We believe one name that presents investors with a greater element of safety in a cannabis 
industry plagued by uncertainty and risk is HEXO Corp. A landmark deal with Quebec's wholesale 
buyer, paired with a partnership with one of the largest beverage companies in North America, and 
a knack for innovative product design help distinguish HEXO from many of its peers. Its balance 
sheet and pedigree of senior management may not match some other competitors, but we believe 
reasonable upside exists with a much higher floor than most other producers in the cannabis space. 
 
As of February 19, we initiate coverage of HEXO Corp. with an Outperformer rating and an $8.50 
price target.” 
 

 
 

Claims “Hexo is the flagship supplier for the Quebec market, which creates an opportunity for 
$1billion in sales over a five-year period.” 
 
Cites partnership with Molson Coors Canada valuable to Hexo, as MCC brings valuable expertise in 
distribution and production. 
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September 18, 2018 ($6.72) Reduced our position to 0.33% at $6.72 per share. This is a 
gain of over 80% since our purchase in July. 
 
As described below, this became too expensive, and I wanted to trim the position to be more in line 
with my investment thoughts.  I will explore further sales if price keeps increasing, or if our thesis 
changes. 
 
September 18, 2018 ($6.76) I am using fully diluted shares outstanding of 246M (from 
August 2018 corporate presentation) for valuation purposes 
 

 
 
Market cap is $1.66B USD. 

 
Echelon uses projected revenues in F2018 of $4.9M, F2019 of $102.5M, and F2020 of $367.2M.   
Price to F2020 estimated revenues of $367.2M X CAD current conversion rate of 0.77 is 4.8X.  This is 
considered fully valued to over-valued.  Of course, as we have seen in many booms, forecasts not 
achieved, and valuations rampant to traditional value thoughts.  My concern is the forecasts are too 
optimistic to begin with.  

 
PI Financial uses projected revenues in F2018 of $4.9M, F2019 of $94.3M, and F2020 of $232.9M.   
Price to F2020 estimated revenues of $232.9M X CAD current conversion rate of 0.77 is 7.6X.  If this 
is accurate, this is borderline absurd.  Yet, perhaps F2022 revenues will be $800M CAD, which could 
make the valuation more in line. 

 
 
July 12, 2018 ($3.70) Established a 1/3% position at $3.70 
 
Thesis is high risk, very speculative, just another cannabis name in the industry.  Yet, projected F2020 
revenues could be > $300M USD, hence a P/S if attained of < 4X.  I originally thought revenues could 
be $600M USD, but I was pricing their price per gram too aggressively. 
 
Upon further research it looks as though my revenue potentials are too high. This is probably based 
on selling price of $6 per gram is about 50% too generous. I will re-evaluate and use $3.32 USD per 
gram.  Hence, F2020 estimated revenues I will use as a road map is $332M. 
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July 11, 2018 ($3.68)  
 
Market cap is $842.7M USD 
 
108,000kg production targeted by end of 2018. This is 108M grams. Using a price of $3.50 per gram, 
annual revenues could be $378M USD.  I originally had written $6 per gram for $648M USD.  That 
was incorrect.  
 
Fully Diluted Shares outstanding as of April 30, 2018 
 
Common Shares Outstanding 179,889,233 
Stock Options     9,407,396 
Warrants   39,703,115 
  
Total fully diluted shares outstanding 228,999,744 
 
The following data is in CDN unless otherwise noted: 
 
Book value is $291.8M. Tangible book value is $288.3M. 
 
Inventory is $9.2M. Biological assets is $1.9M. 
 
As of April 30, 2018, there were 137 employees.  23 were in cultivation and harvesting, 38 in 
operations, 40 in sales and marketing, 6 in quality assurance and research, and 30 in corporate. 
 
 

 
 
 
Hydropothecary secured a massive long-term supply agreement with Quebec. They have a supply 
agreement with Quebec over a 5-year period to supply 200,000 kilograms.  The expected production 
in the first year is 20,000 kilograms.  Using $3.50 USD per gram would generate $700M over 5 years.  
If this occurs, there is a somewhat predictable cash flow stream. 
 
 
 

Disclaimer 
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If you are a client of ours and if you have questions regarding the company or 
investment mentioned in this report, please call our office. If you are not a client of 
Redfield, Blonsky & Starinsky LLC Investment Management Division and are reading 
these notes, we urge you to do your own research. We will not be responsible for any 
person making an investment decision based on these notes. These notes are a "by-
product" of our research. We are not responsible for the accuracy of these notes. We 
are not responsible for errors that may occur in these notes.  Please do not rely on us to 
monitor or update this or any other report we may issue. In theory, we could come 
across some type of data or idea, which causes us to eliminate our long or 
short position of the company or investment mentioned in this report   from our 
portfolios.  We will not notify reader’s revisions to these notes. We are not responsible 
to keep readers of these notes updated for changes or material errors or for any reason 
whatsoever.   We manage portfolios for clients, and those clients are our greatest 
concern as it relates to investing. Certain clients of Redfield, Blonsky & Starinsky LLC 
may not have the company or investment mentioned in this report   in their portfolios. 
There could be various reasons for this. Again, if you would like to discuss the company 
or investment mentioned in this report, please contact Ronald R. Redfield, CPA, PFS 
(partner in charge of investment management division).  
 
Information herein is believed to be reliable, but its accuracy and completeness cannot 
be guaranteed. Opinions, estimates, and projections constitute our judgment and are 
subject to change without notice. This publication is provided to you for information 
purposes only and is not intended as an offer or solicitation. Redfield, Blonsky & 
Starinsky. LLC and Ronald R Redfield, CPA, PFS, may hold a position or act as an 
advisor on any investments mentioned in a report or discussion. 
 
 
 
 


